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Meyers Come-From-Behind Pin Lifts No. 15 Warriors Past Lock
Haven
11/17/2021 | Women's Wrestling

EAST STROUDSBURG -- Trailing 6-0, Avery Meyers was able to pin
her opponent to help lift the East Stroudsburg University women's
wrestling team to a 24-23 win over Lock Haven on Wednesday night at
Koehler Fieldhouse.

ESU improves to 2-1 in dual matches on the season, while Lock Haven
falls to 0-1 after its first-ever dual match.

Meyers third pin of the season in three dual matches this season at 136
would tie the match at 14-14. The Warriors would pick up 10 points on
forfeits, before Bri Simsic would avoid getting pinned by LHU's Jessica
Johnson, who defeated two ranked wrestlers at the ESU Invitational
earlier this season. With Simsic avoiding getting pinned at 170, the
Warriors were able to secure a six-point lead heading into the final
bout.

Notables

Meyers and Natalie Dunn each recorded pins for the Warriors,
which accounted for 10 of ESU's 24 team points.
Joanne Ortiz earned ESU four points with a tech fall, shutting
out her opponent by a score of 10-0.
Rachel DeGiulio (143) and Timmory Pisciotta (155) secured 10
points via forfeit victories.

How it Happened

101 | Joanne Ortiz started the contest strong for the Warriors,
posting an 8-0 lead through the first three minute round. She
took down Samantha Reitnour to reach the tech fall limit 2:27
109 | LHU's Madison Packer downed Delia via Tech Fall, 10-0.
LHU tied ESU at 4-4 with the tech fall.
116 | Natalie Dunn and Carly Gross went back and forth to start,
with the two tied at 4-4 midway through the first round. Dunn
would take an 8-4 lead, before pinning her opponent at the 2:53
mark in the first round, just seven seconds left in the opening
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mark in the first round, just seven seconds left in the opening
period. ESU grabbed a 9-4 lead.
123 | Alayna Gil began the match with a 6-0 lead, but Luanna
Dutra quickly picked up four points in the first 30 seconds of the
second round to make it 6-4. Gil countered with a pair of points
to increase her lead to 8-4, and would pin Dutra at 4:01 mark of
the contest to tie the dual at 9-9.
130 | LHU's Lily Sherer built an 8-1 lead over Emily Klein,
before pinning her at the 2:41 mark.
136 | With LHU's Madison Matta taking a 6-0 lead, Meyers
would earn two points via takedown before pinning Matta at the
2:26 mark in the first period.
143 | Rachel DeGiulio would earn ESU five points via forfeit.
155 | Timmory Pisciotta also registered the Warriors five points
with a forfeit win.
170 | Simsic avoided getting pinned, which proved to be the
difference in the match, as the Bald Eagles gained four points
instead of five via a fall. The Warriors led 24-18 after nine bouts.
191 | Lacey Hums would pick up five points with a pin over
Shola Casecen at the 2:07 mark in the final match of the night.

Up Next: The Warriors are idle until Dec. 4, when the Warriors head to
Doylestown, Pa. for the Aggie Dual to face Elmira, Ferrum and host
Delaware Valley.
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